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Seeking joy

and good

luck in

2021? Let

Jupiter be

your guide
Discover what the Big 

Daddy of the solar 

system has in store for 

you 
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While the past year may not have bought quite as 

much joy and good luck as everyone hoped, we’ve all 

experienced positive moments and reasons to be

grateful — it’s just that we may not have recognised 

them. But according to astrology, Jupiter — the Big 

Daddy of the solar system — has always got our 

back. Bringing forth luck and good fortune, and 

inspiring us to grow and evolve, Jupiter is key in 

astrology for showing us our own unique skills, 

highlighting our accomplishments, and seeing to it 

that we’re on the right path. 

Gratitude is most impactful when we recognise what 

we have taken for granted. The greatest forms of 

gratitude occur when activity stops long enough for a 

person to take stock of what really worked well, and 

what they are really lucky to have, but don’t often 

realise it. 

I don’t believe people think ‘Are there blessings I’ve 

taken for granted?’ when they look in their astrology 

charts. But nevertheless, there is actually a planet in 

the astrological language that represents just that. 

Meet Jupiter, the happy planet of good luck and 

talent. Discover the house that Jupiter occupies in 

your chart and you can unearth of whole world of 

inspiration and joy which will point you towards a 

happier future. For example, you can find out:

• where you naturally have talent, and don’t 

have to work as hard as most people to get 

positive results

• where you got lucky, and gained benefits 

without having to work for it
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• where you experience abundance, and 

therefore can experience personal fulfilment by 

sharing your abundance generously with 

others

Jupiter calling

First things first. If you don’t already know which 

house Jupiter is placed in your chart (let’s face it, who 

does?), log onto Selfstrology for a free chart generator 

— look for the symbol that looks like a stylised ‘4’ 

and is blue in colour, then match its position with 

the Astrological Houses chart below. To get the best 

results from this handy astrological house guide 

below you’ll need an accurate birth time, as on any 

given date, Jupiter will occupy all 12 houses 

throughout the day.

Notwithstanding other chart indicators, here’s a brief 

overview for each house position for Jupiter. Read on 

to find out what area of life you’re most likely to 

experience luck and blessings:
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1st House: You have a naturally active, positive and 

engaging disposition, allowing you lots of energy to 

undertake an abundance of activities, be it physical 

or intellectual. Those with Jupiter in the 1st house 

often also have tall, athletic physiques, especially if 

you’re a man. 

2nd House: While this placement doesn’t guarantee 

wealth, it does suggest some luck with finding what 

you need without too much trouble, be it raising 

funds when you need it, earning a comfortable 

income, and with some more to spare yourself 

indulgences too. 

3rd House: You are likely to be blessed as a fast 

learner, with keen intellect and good communication 

abilities — all advantages, especially in the 

workplace. Your natural curiosity over a broad range 

of topics gives you the ability to easily transfer 

knowledge from one field to another. 

4th House: You are likely to have strong foundations 

for your own beliefs, especially if you didn’t 

completely agree with the ones imposed on you by 

your family. Many of those with Jupiter in 4th may 

have opportunities to set up homes or live far away 

from your birthplace, or infuse diverse cultures and 

learning environments into your home. 

5th House: Boasting great talent in creativity and 

originality — you are able to create output from 

scratch, and this extends far beyond conventional 

artistic pursuits like painting or drawing. These 

individuals can create programmes, recipes, courses 

that are fun and educational at the same time. 

6th House: Your strong work ethic serves you well 

and have a penchant for locating professional 

opportunities for learning skills and personal 

development. Your work environment may well 

provide a lot of opportunity for travel, learning 

opportunities. 
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7th House: Learning and growth opportunities can 

come to you in the form of partners (personal and 

professional) who may generously share their wealth 

of knowledge with you, especially if they come from 

backgrounds or experiences very different from 

yours. 

8th House: Those with this placement are naturally 

insightful, drawing deep lessons quickly from life 

experiences — you are unshakeable even in crisis 

situations. Additionally, you tend to be lucky with 

attracting partners who are likely to be resource-rich. 

9th House: You learn best through expansive 

activities like attending courses and travelling to far 

flung locales — and you could be luckier than most 

in terms of your exposure to a broad range of 

learning experiences. 

10th House: Mentors and teachers may have played 

a large role in your professional growth, and you 

seem to attract quality guidance from those with 

valuable experience and knowledge to share. You 

yourself could attain recognition for your 

professional abilities fairly easily. 

11th House: Rallying people is not always easy, but 

you seem to have a knack for it. You can be blessed 

by the ability to learn from, but also influence groups 

and communities with your knowledge, experience 

and beliefs. Much of what you need can be 

forthcoming from your network. 

12th House: The universe seems to come through 

for you often, and it may seem that whenever things 

could go very south for you, somehow the stars align 

to save you from a potential tight spot. You often 

take your chances, and don’t often have to pay the 

price for the odd irresponsible decision. 

Get your goodwill on

Remember that whatever luck or talents you may 

have been blessed with, pure self-indulgence rarely 
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results in benefits beyond short-term gratification. 

The gifts we receive produce the best outcomes when 

we allow it to go full circle — we multiply the 

benefits Jupiter confers manifold when we integrate 

the gifts to become better people with much more to 

contribute. The house position of Jupiter also 

provides clues as to where we can give back resources, 

knowledge and experiences to provide maximum 

impact and benefit to others.  

‘Tis the season for giving back and reflection. I hope 

this article provided a solid starting point for 

exploring gratitude as 2020 comes to a close.

About the author

May Sim is a professional astrologer with 16 years’ 

experience, and the founder of Selfstrology Academy 

based in Singapore. She is a great advocate of self-

understanding, personal transformation, and living a 

life of purpose and contribution.
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Understand your 

body on a 

deeper level and 

learn how to 

have an 

enjoyable, 

meaningful 

connection 

through touch 

with your 

partner.  Global 

sexual educator 

Christina 

Antonyan gives 

us the lowdown 

on becoming a 

better giver and 

receiver of erotic 

touch

Minority Voices 

is a pioneering 

platform that 

addresses the 

subjects of 

racism and the 

discrimination 

of minorities. 

We speak to co-

founder 

Sharvesh 

Leatchmanan 

about how it 

works, and how 

they hope to 

educate, inform 

and offer 

support through 

powerful 

storytelling

For many of us, 

the final thing 

that stands 

between us and 

our dream 

careers in the 

interview. We 

explore some of 

the most 

common 

questions asked 

and how you 

should answer 

them 
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